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html_dependency_recliner

Provide HTML dependencies for lazyhtml R Markdown format

Description

Provide HTML dependencies for lazyhtml R Markdown format

Usage

html_dependency_recliner()

knit_print.htmlwidget

A custom knitr print method for htmlwidgets

Description

A custom knitr print method for htmlwidgets

Usage

## S3 method for class 'htmlwidget'
knit_print(x, ..., options = NULL)

Arguments

x

an R object to be printed

options

knitr options

... additional arguments passed to the htmlwidgets knit_print method
lazy_render

Format for converting from R Markdown to an HTML document with lazy loading of graphics

Description

Format for converting from R Markdown to an HTML document with lazy loading of graphics

Usage

```r
lazy_render(..., lazyrmd_render_fn = "html_document",
            lazyrmd_render_package = "rmarkdown")
```

Arguments

- `lazyrmd_render_fn`
  - function used to compile the document. Paired with the `lazyrmd_render_package` parameter, it defaults to `html_document`.
- `lazyrmd_render_package`
  - package used to look for the `lazyrmd_render_fn`.
- `...`
  - parameters passed to rmarkdown's function matching the parameter rmarkdown

Examples

```r
if (interactive()) browseURL("https://github.com/hafen/lazyrmd#usage")
```
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